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Carabidae, Platyninae)
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Jujiroa satoi S. UtNo (2007, p. 22, figs. 1-3) is a cave-dwelling platynine carabid recently
described from a long conglomerate cave in central Sichuan, Southwest China.  A revisit to the
cave made in the early summer of this year brought forth some additional specimens, and though
most of them were found exactly at the same collecting site as the type series, or at the paved rest
station near the innermost of the cave, one specimen was taken from beneath a stone near the
underground stream flowing through the passage at the lowest level.

We also succeeded in finding out a second locality of the same species. I t was the limestone
cave called Shuilian Dong, which is located on the other side of the Qionglai Shan Mountains and
is about 40 km distant to the northeast in a beeline from Longmen Dong Cave, the type locality
ofJ. sato1.  We were able to take two specimens, whose collecting data are as given below.

Specimens examlrled. 2 , Shu il ian Dong Cave, 900m alt., Xianggui Cun, Chujiang
Zhen, Dayi Xian, C. Sichuan, Southwest China, 10-VI -2007, Y. NIsHIKAwA & S. SONE leg.
(NSMT) .

The two specimens recorded above were found near the bottom of the steeply sloping cave,
from under stones lying on wet floor.

In closing this brief report, I wish to acknowledge my deep indebtedness to Drs. Yoshiaki
NIsHIKAwA and Shinzaburo SONE, as well as to Mr. FAN Ting for their support and collaboration
extended to me in cave investigations.
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